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Request for Comments: 5234                   Brandenburg InternetWorking
STD: 68                                                       P. Overell
Obsoletes: 4234                                                THUS plc.
Category: Standards Track                                   January 2008

             Augmented BNF for Syntax Specifications: ABNF

Status of This Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   Internet technical specifications often need to define a formal
   syntax.  Over the years, a modified version of Backus-Naur Form
   (BNF), called Augmented BNF (ABNF), has been popular among many
   Internet specifications.  The current specification documents ABNF.
   It balances compactness and simplicity with reasonable
   representational power.  The differences between standard BNF and
   ABNF involve naming rules, repetition, alternatives, order-
   independence, and value ranges.  This specification also supplies
   additional rule definitions and encoding for a core lexical analyzer
   of the type common to several Internet specifications.
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                                                            17 June 2020

   Describing QUIC’s Protocol Data Units with Augmented Packet Header
                                Diagrams
               draft-mcquistin-quic-augmented-diagrams-01

Abstract

   This document describes the core transport protocol data units used
   in the QUIC protocol using a machine-readable augmented packet header
   diagram format.  It is intended as an example of the packet header
   diagram language, and not as a contribution to the development of the
   QUIC protocol.

Status of This Memo

   This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
   provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF).  Note that other groups may also distribute
   working documents as Internet-Drafts.  The list of current Internet-
   Drafts is at https://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.

   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
   and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
   time.  It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

   This Internet-Draft will expire on 19 December 2020.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (c) 2020 IETF Trust and the persons identified as the
   document authors.  All rights reserved.

McQuistin, et al.       Expires 19 December 2020                [Page 1]
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• Enables automatic code generation, 
allowing for rapid testing and deployment 

• Provides rich metadata about the protocol: 
parameters and fields that can be tweaked, 
for example 

• This in turn enables evolution, adaptation, 
and experimentation in the network λ
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Abstract—Use of formal protocol description techniques and

code generation can reduce bugs in network packet parsing code.

However, such techniques are themselves complex, and don’t see

wide adoption in the protocol standards development community,

where the focus is on consensus building and human-readable

specifications. We explore the utility and e�ectiveness of new

techniques for describing protocol data, specifically designed to

integrate with the standards development process, and discuss

how they can be used to generate code that is safer and more

trustworthy, while maintaining correctness and performance.

I. I�����������

The code that parses incoming network packets is an import-
ant part of any protocol implementation, and problems with
this code are a frequent source of security vulnerabilities [1].
Unfortunately, as a result of ambiguous and inconsistent
protocol standards and specifications, typically written using
informal English prose, network packet parsing code often
contains logic errors and other bugs. In principle, standards
documents can be made more precise by using formal protocol
description techniques. This improved precision should make
it more likely that the specification is correctly interpreted and
implemented, and can also be used to enable automatic code
generation, further improving the quality of parsing code.

In practice, formal protocol description techniques have failed
to gain traction within the standards community. They often
require significant changes to the engineering process by which
standards are developed, and to the way specifications are
written. Such changes have proven too onerous for the standards
development community, and the vast majority of standards
published do not make use of formal techniques.

In previous work, we have proposed structured specification
techniques that do integrate with the standardisation process [2].
Such techniques include specification languages that are struc-
tured to be familiar to those developing protocol standards, and
tooling that can be used to generate parser code directly from
standards documents. In this paper, we explore the e�ectiveness
of these techniques for specifying real-world protocols within
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), one of the key
standards development organisations for network protocols,
by showing how they can be incorporated into the standard
protocol specification for TCP [3].

Formal protocol description techniques and automated code
generation do not, irrespective of whether they are easy to

integrate with the standards development process, remove all
of the main classes of parser bugs [4]. Parsing code is made
insecure not just by ambiguous specifications, but also by the
design of the protocol itself, and by the architecture of the
code. Formal protocol description techniques can shape both
of these. The expressivity of the protocol data description
language determines the set of message formats that can be
described, while the code generator determines the architecture,
paradigm, and language of the parser code.

Accordingly, we consider the code generation functionality
of our Network Packet Representation [2], and highlight those
features of the representation that assist standards authors in
writing clear, unambiguous specifications that generate well-
formed code that is easy to reason about. We demonstrate the
specification of the TCP packet format, show how its Network
Packet Representation is derived and how code can then be
generated from this representation. We show how the generated
code can be integrated with an existing TCP implementation,
and demonstrate its correctness and performance.

An increasing number of ad-hoc, semi-structured, protocol
specification languages are seeing adoption within the standards
process [5], [6]. This shows willingness within the standards
community to experiment and improve their specifications.
However, while adoption of these languages will lead to
specifications that are more precisely written, precision on
its own is not su�cient [4]. E�ective protocol description
languages must also limit expressiveness of the formats to
those that can be safely parsed. In this paper, we demonstrate
how the Network Packet Representation, in providing a common
representation framework, can influence protocol design, and
the architecture of generated implementations. Both of these
have significant implications for the safety and trustworthiness
of the documents and generated code.

We structure the remainder of this paper as follows. In
Section II, we further describe the role of formal protocol
description techniques and automatic code generators in
determining the overall safety and trustworthiness of packet
parsing code. Then, in Sections III, IV, and V, we step through
the specification, representation, and code generation steps,
respectively, for a description of TCP using the Network Packet
Representation. In Section VI, we evaluate the generated code
in terms of correctness and performance. Finally, Section VII
describes the related work, and Section VIII concludes.ISBN 978-3-903176-39-3 © 2021 IFIP
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ABSTRACT
Internet protocol standards have been slow to adopt formal
protocol description languages and methodologies, and are
still largely written as English prose. This makes it hard
to check them for correctness, or to automatically derive
implementations from standards. Reasons for this are both
technical and social. Somemethodologies e�ectively describe
complex communication patterns, but cannot model protocol
data. Others are unnecessarily tied to particular description
formats, or use unfamiliar concepts and terminology, and
don’t address usability by standards developers.
We assess the viability of existing approaches to model-

ling and parsing protocol data, and identify missing features
needed to represent emerging protocols. We present a typed
protocol representation that can describe: (i) the format of
protocol data, including data-dependent formats; (ii) con-
textual information needed to maintain parser state, where
correct parsing may depend on out-of-band information or
prior packets; and (iii) transformations and helper functions
needed for multi-stage parsing. We discuss social barriers to
adoption, and describe a set of principles to encourage use
of formal languages within the Internet standards process.
We show how to integrate our approach with the existing
standards process, using QUIC as an example.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks! Protocol correctness; • Software and its
engineering! Domain speci�c languages.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The process by which Internet protocols are standardised is
largely centred around documents written in English prose.
To some extent, this is desirable: prose documents are useful
for exchanging ideas, facilitating discussion, and building
consensus. However, as protocols become more complex, the
limitations of this approach become clear. Inconsistencies
and ambiguities are easily introduced into the standards,
making it di�cult to develop implementations that conform
to the speci�cation. Use of formal speci�cation languages
would make the standards documents more machine read-
able. This would make them easier to test, and would help to
support, for example, automatic generation of packet parser
code from the speci�cation. Use of such formalisms is, how-
ever, not common in Internet protocol standards.

There are technical and non-technical reasons for the slow
adoption of formal description techniques by the Internet
standards community. Technical limitations include protocol
description languages that cannot fully describe the syntax of
modern protocols.Weaknesses of current formal descriptions
include formalisms that e�ectively model abstract commu-
nication patterns, but cannot describe the protocol data being
exchanged. On the non-technical side, models may tightly
integrate with unfamiliar protocol description languages or
assume familiarity with concepts that are not widely known
outside the formal modelling community. Moreover, adop-
tion of new techniques requires engineers developing pro-
tocol standards to learn new skills for seemingly uncertain
future bene�ts, and to overcome organisational inertia.
If the Internet standards development community is to

adopt formal protocol description and modelling techniques,
to help ensure correctness of its protocol speci�cations, then
those techniques will need to be usable within the existing
standards development process, and will need to be usable by
existing standards developers. In this paper, we consider one
part of this problem: how to describe protocol data, and how
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Stephen McQuistin, Vivian Band, Dejice Jacob, and Colin Perkins
ACM/IRTF Applied Networking Research Workshop, July 2020. 
https://doi.org/10.1145/3404868.3406671
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• Regularised the format of packet header 
diagrams with minimal change, easing 
adoption


• Prototype parser code that takes an RFC 
and generates Rust code for the protocol 
that is specified


• Generated code is correct and performant


• Adopted in the recent update to the TCP 
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• Autonomous networks require rapid 
deployment and reconfigurability


• This can seem at odds with the protocol 
standardisation process, which often takes 
years, and produces documents that 
require manual implementation and 
deployment


• Machine parseable standards documents 
would enable evolution, adaptation, and 
experimentation
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